
LO: To listen to and transcribe a poem 

Monday 30th March 



Click on the link below and watch the 
video of the poem ‘Junk’
https://www.literacyshed.com/junk.html#

Think about:
-What is the poem about?
-What is the story? 
-Is there a message or a moral? 
-Do you think it is sad/happy/funny?

https://www.literacyshed.com/junk.html


Activity: 
- Listen to the poem again 
- Write out the poem in your book (this is 

transcribing)
- Can you identify the rhyming pattern?
- Are there any other poetry features you 

can label? Look out for:

Word order switched 
in sentences 

Repetition

Figurative language 

Verses/stanzas 

Rhythm- think about length 
of lines and number of 
syllables 



The answers are on the next slide- please do not look 
until you have finished. When you have completed the 
task, look on the next slide and self-asses your work 
using a green pen. Don’t worry if you missed anything, 
just add it in green pen.



If Jasper O’Leary excelled at one thing
When it came to junk food, he was clearly the king

In his teens, he found less healthy things for his plate
He’d eat butter with lard and drink vinegar straight 

And this when Jasper got really bizarre 
Like eating car tyres, dipped in piping hot tar  

His reputation for junk food just couldn’t be tarnished
Like jack hammer soup with a barbed wire garnish 

His doctor said “Son let us pray for your health” 
So he tried salad, once, “Ahhhhhh” but it just burnt his mouth 

So he stuck with the junk and made a new goal 
To swallow an oil tanker’s cargo hold whole 

The day that he died saw a closed cemetery
“This is no place for old Jasper O’Leary!”

So they took him elsewhere on that night, cold and grim
To the outskirts of town, to a place just for him 

Yes they took him elsewhere and they read his last rights
It’s the junk yard where Jasper now spends his nights 

Junk

Rhyming pairs (couplets) 
throughout the poem 

An exception to the rhyming 
pattern as these don’t really 
rhyme All of the lines are a 

similar length with a 
similar number of 
syllables. This creates a 
rhythm. 

Repetition

Metaphor saying Jasper is 
king

Metaphor. Jasper can’t literally 
spend his nights there because he 
is dead.

Whole poem in stanzas of 2 lines 
(could be split into 4 lines)
e.g. If Jasper O’Leary 
Excelled at one thing
When it came to junk food
He was clearly the king

Word order switched around to 
make follow rhyming pattern

Metaphor. Jasper is now 
literally eating junk rather 
than just ‘junk food’.





LO: To write a set of instructions based 
on a poem

Tuesday 31st March 



https://www.literacyshed.com/junk.html#

Fast forward the video to 2:20 and watch the part 
where Jasper is making jack hammer soup 

Activity:
Think about how Jasper would have made this 
and create your own recipe/instructions for 
how to make jack hammer soup. 
Checklist of things to include: 
- Imperative verbs
- Time conjunctions
- Adverbs
- A ‘you will need’ / ingredients list
- Numbered instructions 

You will have to use your inference skills to fill 
in the gaps and write things we didn’t see him 
do.

https://www.literacyshed.com/junk.html


Jack Hammer Soup Recipe 
Ingredients: You will need:

Instructions:





LO: To create my own rhyming dictionary

Wednesday 1st April



Tomorrow and Friday, you will be writing your own junk food based poem 
using rhyming couplets (pairs). Today, you will be creating a rhyming 
dictionary to make this part easier when you are writing your poem.

Activity: 
1. Start by writing down words relating to junk food – try to do a mix of unhealthy food 

and actual junk. Aim for at least 10 words.
e.g. 
Fried Tyre 
Chips Plastic
Oil Litter 
Eat

2. See how many words you can find that rhyme with each one and write them down 
e.g. Fried tried, cried, tide, abide, decide Tyre 
Chips  clips, pips, dips, flips, hips Plastic 
Oil  spoil, foil, toil, boil, coil Litter 
Eat

3. This will help when writing your poem as you will have more ideas about which words 
to use at the end of each line. For example, if you cannot find many words that rhyme with 
it, it wouldn’t be a good choice for the end of a line. 


